
Exporting and Importing a Controller 8.1 schema in Oracle 
 

 This document shows you  an example of how you can export / import a Controller Oracle 
schema, both for the purpose of sending the schema to Cognos Customer Support and for 
your own test purpose. 

Create 
schema 

create user CONTROLLER 
      identified by CONTROLLER 
      default tablespace controller_table 
      temporary tablespace controller_temp 
 
NOTE: See the Cognos Controller installation guide for requirements on tablespaces 
and Oracle databases for use with Controller, replace the tablespaces above with the 
ones actually used in the Oracle database, also replace the user name with the actual 
name you like to call it (example CONTROLLER_PROD, CONTROLLER_TEST, etc). 

Grant 
permissions 
on ORA9 

grant  
      connect,  
      resource,  
      create session,  
      alter session,  
      create table,  
      create database link,  
      create sequence,  
      create trigger,  
      create view,  
      create procedure,  
      create materialized view,  
      create synonym,  
      select_catalog_role,  
      unlimited tablespace  
      to CONTROLLER 
 

Grant 
permissions 
on ORA10 

grant  
      connect,  
      resource,  
      create session,  
      alter session,  
      create table,  
      create database link,  
      create sequence,  
      create trigger,  
      create view,  
      create procedure,  
      create materialized view,  
      create synonym,  
      create job, 
      select_catalog_role,  
      unlimited tablespace  
      to CONTROLLER 
 

Drop schema drop user CONTROLLER cascade 



Exporting When exporting the Controller user from an Oracle database to transfer it to Cognos support 
use the following instructions: 
 

1. From a command-prompt in Windows or similar tools in *nix environments export the 
Oracle database using the Oracle EXP utility: 
 
EXP controller_user/password@oracledb statistics=none 
file=filename.dmp log=exp_filename.log 
 
Take care to export the database with the above syntax, we normally import into 
another user in Oracle, using other options on exp might delay the import and the 
overall handlingtime on the case.  
 
Controller_user is the username that is used to store the Controller data in the Oracle 
database. Filename is not important, but a suggestion is to either use the schema 
name or something that makes sense. Oracledb is the name of the Oracle database 
where the Controller data is stored. 
 
Please use the same version of the Oracle client that export the schema from as the 
Oracle server version you use (Oracle 9i client for an Oracle 9i server, 10g client for a 
10g server). 
 

2. Export the schema into a single .dmp-file. 
 

3. Zip the .dmp file and the export logfile using Winzip 9 or later. If the .dmp file is 
transferred via ftp from the Oracle server, make sure to only use Binary transfer mode 
as character replacement might occur otherwise making the file impossible to import. 
The use of winzip is required for two reasons where the first is to ensure file integrity 
during ftp transfer and secondly to reduce the time it takes to upload the file while 
minimizing the use of network bandwidth. 

Importing a 
schema 

Before importing a schema (for example: making a test Controller schema to try out a change 
in the application before making the change in the production schema), ensure that the 
following is done: 
 

1. Create a new schema as in the ‘Create schema’ example script above. 
 

2. Grant permissions to the new user, this script is slightly different if your’e using Oracle 
9 or 10, use the script appropriate for the Oracle version you use. 
 

3. Import the newly exported file using the following imp syntax: 
 
IMP controller_user/password@oracledb statistics=none full=yes 
file=filename.dmp log=imp_logfile.log 
 
NOTE: If you have additional grants on objects in the Controller schema, you 
can use an optional switch grants=no on the import command. 

Deleting a 
schema 

Drop the user in Oracle, as suggested in the ‘Drop schema’ example above. 

 


